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Shri Shankaracharya Institute of Professional Management & Technology
Department of Civil Engineering

,r,,f " Class Test - ISession: July-Dec, 2023Month - November

SSI'MTA Semester - 5th Subject - Transportation EngineeringCode - C020514(020)
*1* Time Allowed: 2 hrs. Max Marks: 40

"',::.-*.--,' Note: - In Part I & IL Question A is compulsory and attempt any twofrom B,C &

Define gradient. Describe different types of gradient.

Calculate the safe stopping sight distance while travelling at a speed

of 80 kmph on an upward gradient of 2 percent. Make suitable
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assumptions.

Design the rate of super elevation for a horizontal highway curve of
radius 500 m and speed 100 kmph.

Calculate the safe overtaking sight distance for a design speeO of
l00kmph. Assume all other data suitably.
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Briefly explain the terms : Fish Plate, Coning of wheel, Types of rail ; tgl ; Understand I CO4 |

Describe with neat sketches various types of rail. Write its merits t8] ,Understand,CO4

Draw the diagram of rail cross-section and make the detailed '

- . t8l , Understand CO4
description of each components used in railway cross section.
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Part I
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Note: - In Part I & II, Question A is compulsory and attempt any two from B, C & D.
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A.

The mass specific gravity (apparent specific gravity) of a soil equals

1.64. The specific gravity of solids is2.70. Determine the voids ratio
under the assumption that the soil is perfectly dry. What would be

the voids ratio, if the sample is assumed to have a water content of
8%?

An embankment, having total volume of 2000 m3 is to be

constructed having a bulk density of 1.98 g/cm3 and a placement
water content of l8o/o. The soil is to be obtained either from borrow

area A or borrow area B, which have voids ratio of 0.78 and 0.69
respectively and water content of l6oh and 120/0, respectively
Taking G : 2.66, for both the soils, Evaluate the volume of soi
required to be excavated from each of the areas. If the cost o

excavation is Rs. 35 per m3 in each area, but cost of transportation is
Rs.32 and Rs. 36per m3 from areas A and B respectively, which o
the borrow areas is more economical?

Explain IS Soil Classification system.

significance of A-line in plasticity chart.

Derive the functional relationship of followings:

(i) Relation between Y, G, e, and S.

(ii) Relation between Td, G, w, fla.

Part Il
(i) Explain various types of samplers.

An undisturbed soil sample has a volume of 100 cm3and mass of
195 gm. on oven drying for 24 hours; the mass is reduced to 163

gm. If the specific gravity of grains is 2.65, evaluate (i)'water
cgntenl (ii) void ratio, and (iii) degree ofsaturation ofsoil,

Define Consistency of soil and various atterberg's limit
sketches.

Describe various methods of site exploration and soil investigation.
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Note: -Question (a) is compulsory.Attempt any
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Semester - 5th Sub;ect - SED - I, Code - C020511(020)

Time Allowed: 2 hrs Max Marks: 40

rtion (a) is comnulsorv.Attempt any two from b, c and d form Part I and Part II.

Draw the stress-strain curves of concrete and steel. Analyze

and is reinforced with 3 bars of 20 mm diameter. The Permissible stress in t8l
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nd steel are 7 N/mm2 and230 N/mm2. m =. m = 13.33

(c) Evaluate

"--- .'a-

t3.33.
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(a) Draw the Block stress parameter of Singly and Doubly Reinforced Beam. f+t ' Analyze i COZ

i Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.v Jw rrr-v

p;;Ati; U; r;n*ru. ffi R.de-Gam il ieq;iiea to Arrv ; iliro i, I

gviiuate the stress set up in steel and concrete from following data

b:400
d=600
4-25mm diameter
m:13.33
B.M.: 150 kNm
a';;;#t; beam 4oo mnr ;600 mm effectire is reirrotCed *ith 4 -25 mm;
bars on tension side and 4 -20 mm a bars on compression side. Evaluate

moment of resistance ofthe beam. Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel. Take

effective cover to the centre of compressive reinforcement as 40 mm and m =

t8l
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i E"tffiaa"ihernornen-t of resiitanCe of Ueam having dimension as 300 x 550 mm i , _ i _ i

(b) i(effective).Thebeamisreinforced_withlg63mm2ofsteel inthetensionzone. t8l : Evaluate , CO2

ii

U

1cy 
i distriUuted load 25 kN/m inclusive of its weight. The effective span of the t8li--::

iill

De;id iect;nfiffi bdm X0 mm i 600 mm over an effective span of 5 m. The I , i ^^ ',

(d) I Supe-rimposed-load on the beam in 50 kN/m. Effective cover to reinforcement i t8l I Create 1 CO2 
f



Shri Shankaracharya Institute of Professional Management & Technology

Department of Civil Engineering
Class Test - I Session: July-December 2023

,MTA Semester- 5th Subject - Hydrology& WRE
1'l* Time Allowed: 2 hrs.

Note- 1) In Part-I & Part-II, Question No. I is compulsory

2) In Part-I & Part-II, Solve any twofrom Question No. 2,3 and 4

i Comment on the sufficiency ofpresent system ofrain gauges.

Rain Gauge Name Annual Rainfall (cm)

A 110.3

B 82.8

C 98.8

D 136.7

E 180.3

F 102.9

i

i 92.11 and 102.76 cm respectively. During the year 1985, the precipitation recorded

i by stations A, B, C and E were 91.11,72.23,79.89 and 86.75 cm respectively'
I -J ----'-"-

i Station D was jn9_p_e;3!ive, .psfimgle $re 13j'1.fall pj"ll?lipn P_ 9tttig tt 9_ 
yeg le-qs:

Describe in detail the working of any one recording type rain gauge with diagram

-*;
il) i Discuss in briefthe process ofEvaporation and the factors affecting it

D"r*tb. tn d.,"tl ,h" r..rns "lnfiltration" & "lnfiltration Capacity." Also explain the

The infiltration capacity for a catchment is represented by Horton's Equation as-

fi = 0.5 + 1.2 e-o.s', Assuming the infiltration to take place at capacity rates in a storm

of 4hours duration, Calculate- :

i. Total infiltration depth
cda ?qt. nf inffltrotinn i

:

Time from
start of

storm (hr)
0 2 4 6 8 l0 t2 t4

Accumulated
Rainfall

(mm)
0 6 17 57 70 8l 87 90

i If the Volume of runoff due to the storm measured is 1.2 xl06 m3. Estimate the O

i lndex of the catchment.i I lnoex oI ur

Month - November
Code - C020512(020)
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In every part Question A is comp#'lsory, Attempt any two Questions from B'C and D,
'l
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-*.. Part-I

Analyze the continuous beam as shown in figure' Ti'.g-lh::: 
moment equation and

if support B sinks by i0 ;; under the given"loai. B=t 5 kN/mm2 and Ii4x10e mma

Draw shear force and Bending *o*t"t diugtu-' i i

I. Discuss Degree of freedom'

II. Discuss Moment Curvature Relationship'

tS l+rm

t4l Understand

l08l Analyze

Analyze

l08l Analyze

i fo, u two span beam shown in figure' Find the supPXft moments and Plot the

Bending moment diagram' Use three moment theorem
f/

.*..-+..,-.---'-
Analy ze the continuous b*rn "'-;hfi 

; il ir'd ; ;: l* :y:: f:,L':tr'H:i"l l1i
i f;ffifij[iJ'#o!*D. rake Er is consiant.'tate-B=ts kN/mm2. Moment o-f

, inertia is constant ttt."gt out and is equal to 5x10e mm1'
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1 A p"il;t f."*" AgaD is hinged at A and D and rigid joint B and C. The frame is

j{oafe9.as-. S[o1**in figure using method of min. sqin energy Analyze the frame

j and plot the B.M.D. ;
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